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Proposed Waikato Regional Plan Change 1- Waikato and Waipa River Catchments

Submission.

I am writing this submission with a great deal of concern at the flow on effects if this

plan comes into regulation. Both from a financial and a practical point of view.

From a financial angle the cost of fencing off waterways, putting in major water

system development, planting out areas fenced off and loss of productivity of retired

land will be, crippling to many farming businesses. We are already seeing land values

drop and land sales stagnate as more people become aware of the plan and realise

its implications.

It is important as an industry and as individuals that we have the ability to adapt and

be innovative to remain viable and be progressive. Under the nitrogen reference

point (grandparenting) policy the flexibility to adapt our farming policies are taken

away and therefore our viability, again leading to substantial erosion of our

profitability and equity (land value).

The end result of this plan will be that rural communities will suffer immensely,

especially in our hill country hinterland. As forestry increases and land becomes less

profitable a lot of small farm owners (family) will be forced to vacate these

communities replaced by staff (who will be very transient) working for bigger

corporate entities. The effect of that is that some of these communities will lose

population, become very transient, lose their identity resulting in them battling to

provide basic amenities of health and education. They won' t be able to attract

doctors and teachers eventually turning into ghost towns.

From a practical point of view:

- What constitutes a wet land?

- What constitutes an expert opinion?

- What constitutes complainl and willthat compliance change and grow as we

go forward, stretching our resources further?

- ls overseer the best measure of nitrogen reference point given it would

appear to have big gaps in it under some systems (e.9. calf rearing)?



- How do you rule or legistrate on fencing waterway boundaries when

sometimes it is impractical or impossible to fence?

All these situations would appear to be very open to interpretation raising issues

around compliance, what is best practice, where is the science. This creates

disillusionment and consternation amongst our community.

Summary

Whilst I agree with the overall vision of this plan. I object to the strategy. As I have

outlined in my submission my concerns, I would like to see a different approach

taken. The whole plan needs to be revisited starting from a sub catchment approach

and any restrictions based on Land class not Land use. We need to build on the

good work already been done. There should also be some work done into the

effects of urban sprawl, population groMh as the burden of the present strategy

seems to fall on the shoulders of the rural ratepayer. I would certainly like the

opportunity to speak to this submission at the appropriate time.

Craig Alexander

Alexander Farming Genetics Ltd

Buckland Road
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